
OLD SIZE NEW SIZE
SPORTING NEWS

Beginning with the Sept. 1 issue
out last week, Sporting News
showed up 25% bigger than
before. It’s also gone biweekly and
is using higher-quality paper as
part of a plan developed by
American City Business Journals,
which bought the title in 2006.
Why the changes? “Focus
groups,” said Publisher Ed Baker.
“Avid sports fans told us chapter
and verse what they wanted vs.
what they were currently getting.
It was loud—underline loud—and
clear. Photography was a big
deal.” Advertisers also wanted a
better showcase for their
creative, he said.

CIRCULATION: 715,521 0.6%1

NEWSSTAND: 7,319 6.4%2

AD PAGES: 313.8 30.5%4

Ed Baker,
publisher

ROLLING STONE

The Oct. 30 issue  will end decades
of publishing in an oversize format.
Adopting the more-or-less
industry standard  is nota cost-
saving move, said Wenner Media
execs. Research showed that
consumers like the traditional
magazine format, said Gary
Armstrong. “They preferred the
photos in the smaller size, the
articles in the smaller size, the
experience of holding it in their
hands in the smaller size,” he said.
New ease with distribution and
selling inserts helped tip the scales
toward a standardized size.

CIRCULATION: 1.45 million 0.6%1

NEWSSTAND: 115,644 6.6%2

AD PAGES: 313.8 22.6%5

Gary Armstrong, 
Wenner Media’s
chief marketing
officer

FORBES LIFE

Forbes’ luxury lifestyle spinoff—a
purebred ad play— introduces its
redesign with its September issue.
“When you have a magazine that
you call oversize or larger than the
normal trim size, it says luxury,”
said Editor Gary Walther. The new
size gives more room for photos,
graphics and creative layouts. And
it feels more solid than the
flickering internet. “It’s not going to
change tomorrow,” he said. 

DISTRIBUTION: 864,000

AD PAGES: 190.8 38.8%5

Gary Walther,
editor

INTERVIEW

The September issue is an inch taller
than its already oversize
predecessors, which will help the
magazine re-emphasizephoto-

graphy,said Glenn O’Brien. “It’s not
just that Interview is bigger, but it is
also a better proportion,” said Mr.
O’Brien, who joined last January
when Peter Brant took full ownership
and longtime editor Ingrid Sichy
resigned . “The old Interview was very
square, and the new size requires less
cropping.”  The aim is to get more
visibility on the newsstands and be
more attractive  to advertisers.

CIRCULATION: 221,083 3.5%1

NEWSSTAND: 14,513 2.3%2

AD PAGES: 503.8 23.5%3

Glenn O’Brien, 
co-editorial
director

GOING SMALLER
From 10x11 3/4 “ to
perfect-bound, rack
friendly 8 X 10 7/8”

GOING BROADER
Higher-quality
paper and a  canvas
that’s 25% larger

GOING BIGGER
7 x 10 “  title morphs
to a  more luxurious
9x10 7/8” 

GETTING TALLER
At 10 inches wide and
13 inches tall, it will
help photos shine
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